
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A LONG MEXICAN NIGHT 

Isabelle Mayault 

 (translation sample by Jessica Shapiro) 
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 For my mother’s Persian eyes 

My father’s blind-as-a-bat eyes 

For Augusto’s puppy dog eyes 

And other eyes that are no longer here 
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“If your house were on fire, what would you 

take with you? 

— I would take the fire.” 

Jean Cocteau 
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Greta Ortega 
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1 

 

My cousin used to call our country “the land of ravines” 

and she ended up in one of them. She was found one 

afternoon, in a white dress and polka-dot scarf, thirty yards 

from her iridescent convertible car, her body thrown onto a 

traffic sign. Underneath the sign was a tangled copse of 

thorny flowers, in the middle of which one of Greta’s red 

stilettos had fallen. The body of her lover, a Milanese 

hairdresser by the name of Beppe, lay on the passenger seat in 

the car below. That Greta would die at thirty-six was 

completely unexpected: she always crossed herself before 

walking under a ladder or when she met a black cat, and 

besides, she was healthy as a horse. She and Beppe had been 

drinking, I would later learn from an administrative report that 

related the circumstances of their death with the same 

terseness one would use for a water leak in a basement. The 

whole country drove drunk and my cousin was no exception –

 for it was Greta who was holding the wheel. That didn’t 

explain why that ravine rather than another, not particularly 

deep. That mid-afternoon rather than the day before, when the 

sun had been just as high and just as toxic.  

 

On the pictures that came with the report, and which a 

policeman had let me look through, appeared the sleeping 
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Adonis, his face stuck to the leather, and Greta, folded in half 

as if for a sophisticated prank, if it weren’t for the blood at the 

roots of her hair, the blood along her neck and ear. The shots 

had been taken at night, with a flash. Indeed, the accident, 

which had occurred around two P.M., had only been reported 

later that afternoon by another driver and taken care of by 

local police even later, when night had fallen. At nighttime 

but in the daytime too, the road to the Pacific was reputed to 

be dangerous, and unless they were armed or inexperienced, 

people never stopped for a car in a ravine for fear of getting 

mugged, or worse. These photos made the scene look like a 

money-related crime. Such a theory was not so far-fetched, 

one just had to read our papers’ news briefs to be convinced 

of this, but an accident seemed much more likely than any 

other possibility and, logically, the autopsy report came to that 

exact conclusion. Both had died instantly, as they say. Despite 

this vague statement, the report contained a certain number of 

details, such as what Greta and Beppe had eaten before the 

accident. Lest the curse repeat itself, never again did I touch 

huevos separados. Yet I didn’t stop drinking micheladas, 

because superstitions are customizable, aren’t they? 

 

I’m sure the policeman faced with the task of announcing 

the news to Carlos was embarrassed to tell a man like him, 

handsome and still young, that his wife had died in the 
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company of someone who had turned out to be, upon closer 

inspection, neither her brother, her cousin, her father, nor her 

son. I’m also sure the policemen present at the scene of the 

accident had immediately sensed it; adultery was obvious, in 

the mint-milk polka dots of my cousin’s scarf, in Beppe the 

swimmer’s gracefully muscular build. Some must have 

thought there was a warning to be heeded, and their wives 

would have been surprised to receive flowers. Then, once 

Beppe’s identity had been confirmed, they had laughed, and 

the policeman who told Carlos that his wife had perished in 

the company of a man who was neither her brother, her cousin, 

her father, nor her son would have been all the more 

embarrassed as he had been one of those who had laughed. It 

was not unusual for Greta to run away from her filmmaker of 

a husband. Not that there was in Carlos anything tangible to 

run away from; of violence, not an ounce. Greta held the 

monopoly on rage in their couple. She was the one to throw in 

the face of the one who persisted in being present the 

frustration of a life she considered too small, her blackening 

gaze filling up the rooms like a field caught in a summer 

storm. Carlos however, was far from boring, in the usual 

sense of the word. He enjoyed a busy social life, an inquisitive 

mind, a way of taking things lightly, and God knew this 

personality trait could be useful in Mexico; but Greta would 
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get bored with him and run away. And she cheated on him, 

because my cousin, in her boredom, lacked imagination.  

 

I don’t know how Carlos took it. I only know that he had 

been very much in love with my cousin. At first glance, men 

who crossed paths with Greta tended to agree with him. Only 

afterwards did they complain that she torpedoed their sleep 

and their self-esteem. Not to me, of course, but to eminent 

members of the microcosm responsible for starting and 

putting an end to rumors in their world. When he met Greta, 

Carlos wasn’t married. Neither one of them could have 

dreamed of a more cinematographic encounter, and by that I 

don’t mean to imply that the matrix of their union was 

superficial; if there’s one thing Greta taught me, it’s how to 

differentiate form and surface. They met on the bloody night 

of October 2nd, 1968, referred to ever since in Mexico (or at 

least by the people who mention it in Mexico today) as the 

night of Tlatelolco. For several weeks, Carlos had been 

filming the student and worker demonstrations whose 

movements had converged, as was the case in a certain 

number of countries around the world in 1968, to challenge 

the government. In Mexico, the single party that had been in 

power for thirty years was dubbed “the mummy gang”, which 

goes to show how many people in our country were hoping to 

see the wind of change blow on the Casa Presidencial. On the 
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evening of October 2nd, Carlos was there, like he had been on 

the other evenings, with his Super 8 camera, his carefully 

trimmed mustache and his silk socks, next to – or rather in 

front of, for I don’t think Carlos had, at any moment, felt like 

a demonstrator himself – in front of the receptionists, 

employees of the national electricity company and students 

who all had the word “derecho” on their lips by five thirty 

P.M., time at which the rally was supposed to kick off, 

although, just like the others, it had started late.  

 

As ten thousand people gathered on the square, flares went 

up behind the church, intersecting high up in the air like two 

long-necked dragons lifting their heads out of the water. 

That’s when Carlos saw Greta. Although not a student 

herself – she had not pursued a higher education –, she had 

followed two Fine Arts painter friends of hers, one of whom 

would not survive the night. Carlos filmed her without 

speaking to her, without her speaking to him, in that 

suspended moment where smoke from the flares had started 

covering the crowd, swallowing up the church and the low-

rise buildings, the sweat stains on shirts, the belts tightened to 

the last notch on these very thin bodies. For a few seconds, 

Greta stood upright, her arms crossed, her mouth slightly 

opened and eyes bright and full of wrath turned towards the 

sky, her chest floating on this hazy chemical cloud whose 
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green tint Carlos’s black and white film had unfortunately 

erased. In 1971, Carlos would release a documentary film 

called Mexico 1968, banned from showing within a week and 

reauthorized thirty years later, which had forever put him off 

filming real-life events. 

 

I don’t know whether either of them felt, instinctively, the 

change that was taking place around them or whether they let 

their reason take control; whether they immediately 

understood that the men who were firing belonged to the 

police or whether they imagined for a second that it was a 

new violent and well-equipped branch of the student 

movement, but one thing’s for certain: they very quickly 

found themselves flat on their stomachs, both of them, next to 

each other, Carlos’s head by Greta’s shoes, Greta’s head by 

Carlos’s shoes, Carlos filming Greta’s face while she watched 

him back, surprised and curious, as the bullets whistled by 

like lethal wasps, a brief and sinister hiss, before grazing the 

stone of the columns or sinking into the soft bodies of those 

present. Around them, a string of plain-clothes police officers, 

recognizable by the white glove they’d chosen to wear that 

evening in order to avoid killing each other in battle, had 

starting shooting at the crowd. Two helicopters were flying 

over the square, sweeping over the bodies hidden by the night 

with their powerful beams of light. Carlos instinctively used 
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them for this impromptu take whose soundtrack was a blend 

of gunfire bursts and noises of water flowing from a nearby 

tank. “You’re trying to get us whacked, is that it?” my cousin 

asked with her very own sense of etiquette, her chin furiously 

pointed towards the rolling camera. “Things will settle down,” 

replied Carlos, whose equanimity even permeated his 

whispers. Greta mumbled something to herself, the essence of 

which one can fairly well imagine, before once again turning 

to Carlos, who was still filming: “Do you see these dark 

trickles on the ground? That’s blood, querido.” “No it’s not,” 

said Carlos, alarmed for the first time. “It’s the water tank that 

took a bullet.” With the palm of her hands by her ears, Greta 

was able to produce one of those exasperated pouts I knew so 

well; the kind she gave people who were not quick-witted 

enough for her, causing frustration over feeling alone, far 

ahead of them. But because deep down she had found 

Carlos’s recklessness attractive – his face, too, Carlos’s face 

had always been very easy on the eyes, but even more so in 

1968 –, Greta took the liberty to clarify a few things in the 

middle of the racket, without losing sight of the men with the 

white gloves advancing on the plaza in concentric circles. “Do 

you see the young men trembling in their helmets, behind the 

stone parapet, over there? That’s the army. And the ones 

walking around the square, shooting indiscriminately? That’s 

the police.” In this context, Greta made sure to leave room for 
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a brief moment of silence – an actress’s delight. “If there’s 

one thing I remember of my father’s career as a general,” she 

said, “it’s that when the army joins forces with the police to 

step in somewhere, you have to run away.” A general’s 

daughter? She didn’t look like a general’s daughter, thought 

Carlos, who, like all the other centrists, wasn’t fond of 

anarchists and the army. He’d barely had time to digest this 

piece of information when he saw Greta crawling away in the 

dark. Carlos didn’t think of following her, which Greta would 

later have the opportunity to tell him off for, as proof from the 

very beginning of his lack of initiative, his inability to 

improvise, to trust, in short all the things Greta would throw 

in his face during their life together to distract or calm herself. 

 

What Carlos couldn’t have guessed, however, and what 

Greta hadn’t bothered explaining to him at the time – he could 

have retorted later, if he’d been the kind of man to keep score, 

to snatch the last word –, was that Greta was lucky enough to 

know the neighborhood because my mother and I lived in a 

two-bedroom in one of the Muscovite-looking low-rises 

surrounding the esplanade, renamed since then the Square of 

the Three Cultures. The lobbies of the buildings had been 

occupied by the police and turned into extemporaneous 

interrogation rooms. I never found out how Greta had 

managed to make it to the fire escape that led to our apartment, 
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but she’d definitely had to cross at least one row of soldiers 

crouched behind their shields. However, I do remember the 

look on her face when she knocked on the French window in 

the kitchen, standing on the squeaky metal slats of the fire 

escape. Sitting at the table facing the sink, I was drawing next 

to my mother, who was reading, a cigarette in her hand, 

nervous ever since the noises downstairs had started filling the 

room. Yet she hadn’t known my cousin was at the rally. When 

she saw Greta, she almost put out her cigarette in her copy of 

The Second Sex: my cousin had blood on her arms, her cheeks, 

her temples, her dress and her calves. “They’re searching the 

apartments,” she said, her face flush with tension and fever, 

before adding: “Have they been here?” My mother shook her 

head and, without a word, pulled Greta by the arm into the 

bathroom, forgetting in her fright to give me instructions –

 which she used to do every time she left the room –, while I 

kept drawing, aware that the situation called for silence. My 

mother scrubbed my cousin’s cheeks, temples, arms and 

calves with a loofah, bundled her up in a bathrobe, bundled up 

her dress and tights in a bag she placed under our kitchen’s 

foul-smelling trashcan, then wrapped her head in a towel. She 

turned on the television and – these were the first words my 

mother uttered since Greta had made her spectacular 

entrance – told us: “Sit there. Stay here. If you have to go to 

the bathroom,” she added, looking at me, “you have my 
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permission to pee yourselves.” This sentence, along with the 

rules imposed upon Greta, who usually objected to following 

the most insignificant ones my mother set down, caused a 

series of small explosions inside my head.  

 

Not long after, someone knocked on the door. My mother 

opened it, still smoking. From a distance, we saw her turn 

towards us, indicating the living room lit up by the screen, the 

young woman and the little boy under the striped wool 

blanket. “Twenty-two and ten, why?” She pointed her index 

finger to the ceiling to show she never let Greta go out, no 

señor. Three men then went around the apartment, opening 

the closets, checking out the bathroom, the balcony. I could 

hear my heart beating in my ears. Before they left, they asked 

my mother where her husband was. Hadn’t he gone down to 

the plaza? For the first time, my mother seemed relieved to 

declare her husband had abandoned her and that she wouldn’t 

be caught marrying an American again. The men nodded with 

patriotic compassion and left, at last. My mother still kept 

giving us brief orders: “You,” she said, pointing to me with 

the two fingers that held her cigarette, “I want lights out in 

five minutes. And you,” she told Greta, “I’m putting a 

mattress in his room and you don’t move a muscle until 

further notice.” That’s when the most memorable thing 

happened that evening. Lying in the dark in my childhood bed, 
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with the disturbing rumble from the square as background 

noise, I expected Greta to tell me about the rally, how it had 

all broken out, and also about her heroic return home. But 

Greta told me with unusual shyness: “Jamón,” – my cousin’s 

nickname for me, which I found charming except when she 

used it in public – “Jamón, I think I met someone. He has a 

thin mustache, silk socks, a Super 8 camera and I don’t even 

know his name.” 

 

Greta would learn his name shortly afterwards, as well as 

how Carlos had managed to escape that fetid night – he had 

pretended to be a journalist for Columbian television and had 

been able to get on a bus chartered for representatives of the 

international press, which had dropped them off at a hotel in 

the neighborhood of Colonia. The evening’s vague disquiet 

had turned into something completely different, first when we 

had learned, through rumors, that hundreds of people had 

died – the exact number remains unknown to this day, for that 

is how this country that grows on violent secrets works –, and 

in the following days, when the International Olympic 

Committee delegation had felt the conditions were good 

enough to maintain the summer Olympics taking place ten 

days later, just as, I suppose, the Committee had felt the 

conditions had been good enough to organize the Games in 

Berlin back in 1936. Such a dramatic breeding ground had 
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given Greta and Carlos an encounter of much greater 

importance than that of a common date, which might have 

been their lot, had they met in a restaurant in Roma or on a 

Sunday afternoon in the Chapultepec Forest. But maybe not, 

who knows? A year later we were invited to the wedding, and 

that day we all thought, and by all I mean me, my mother and 

Greta herself, that Greta had been cured of her fondness for 

the exciting discomfort of pipe dreams. You had to see her 

smile, a peaceful smile that stretched whenever she looked at 

Carlos, a smile I had never seen on her face before and that 

almost made her look like her mother, the late Maria. Greta 

admired Carlos’s patience and good temper, two qualities that 

had never really moved her before. Carlos, who had until then 

avoided long-term relationships, the kind that sap your life 

expectancy like a bad weakness for alcohol, found himself 

obsessed and feverish. Then, like other filmmakers who had 

fallen for actresses, Carlos had learned by sharing a series of 

mornings and evenings with Greta, that she was not only a 

voice, a hand on the hip, the melodious clinking of bracelets 

in the staircase, but many other things too, things of beauty 

when it crosses the abyss. I don’t blame Carlos for not being 

strong enough. I don’t blame Carlos for letting her hit the road. 

I only regret that road ever existed.  
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2 

 

Carlos called me two or three weeks after Greta’s funeral. 

The attorney had told him of a suitcase that, according to 

Greta’s will, was to go to me. If it was the suitcase I thought it 

was, and it could only be that one, then I knew its contents. 

My cousin herself had revealed it to me a few years back. I 

was surprised for several reasons: I didn’t think Greta would 

ever entrust me with the suitcase, nor that she was capable of 

making a will. Had she sensed something? If she had, what 

kind of thing did she sense? Was it an intuition or a formality 

for a childless orphan? I believe we all entertain the 

possibility of dying young, but amongst those who have one 

day thought up such fantasy, I’m certain very few thirty-year-

olds have gone so far as to sit down at a table to write down 

their wishes. A belated admission of the loneliness my cousin 

was wrapped up in, Greta’s will existed nonetheless. So 

Carlos called me, and I heard from his voice that he feared his 

wife would thumb her nose at him one last time from the 

afterlife. All I had to do was explain about the suitcase, tell 

him what I knew, but to be honest there really wasn’t 

anything linear about its contents, and during that short 

telephone conversation, I got a bit confused. I must say I’m 

not very comfortable on the phone.  
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The next Sunday, Carlos stopped by my apartment, on the 

fourth floor in a leafy cul-de-sac. Dreading the moment where 

I’d be sitting opposite him and two cups of coffee, I went 

downstairs to help Carlos carry the suitcase up to my landing. 

Such thoughtfulness turned out to be pointless, because 

contrary to what I had anticipated, it didn’t weigh as much as 

three apple crates but rather as much as a woman’s purse. I 

had never spent time with Carlos before Greta died. We both 

knew my role as his wife’s confidant had immediately 

compromised our relationship, and that was neither a big loss 

for a man as busy as he was, nor for a loner like me. With 

admirable energy, Carlos refused to be reduced to what he’d 

become three weeks earlier from an administrative point of 

view: a widower. He accepted the coffee I offered him before 

running through what Greta had left him of her parents’ 

possessions. Reassured, I listened to him build the framework 

for the conversation, annihilating silences with the courtesy 

that is so common around here. When he stopped talking at 

last, engrossed in the contemplation of the suitcase’s 

pockmarked leather, I explained in a few sentences what 

Greta had told me about the object’s previous owners. Carlos 

seemed relieved and thrilled by the nature of my account. In 

the history of the suitcase, it would be the last time anyone 

would find it the slightest bit innocent. Afterwards, that detail 

would make Carlos seem likeable in my eyes. He didn’t even 
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think of opening it up to examine its contents, which proves 

his good nature. After all, I could have been making it all up. 

But when it came to the suitcase, his honor remained intact 

and to thank me, he hugged me with manly tenderness. Then 

he walked out the front door that had been left open. That was 

the last time we saw each other.  

 

I inherited the suitcase with a roll of dice, in other words 

like the two, no, three women who owned it before me. My 

name never would have been printed in the papers if my 

cousin Greta hadn’t left me that object, that’s a fact. Without 

the suitcase, it would probably never have appeared there. My 

professional activities don’t involve my name appearing 

anywhere in print, except for brochures or posters from time 

to time. My short films are shown in festivals without critics 

mentioning them, even to say bad things about them, and I 

can’t complain. Mireille, my ex-wife, used to complain about 

it a lot. That’s probably why she’s living with a famous 

producer in Mexico, whose name appears in the credits of 

every single film he finances, prominently and in large print, 

right after the filmmaker and the screenwriter’s names.  

 


